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Hot Key Books. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
An English Boy in New York, Tom Easton, Ben Fletcher, the
master of mohair, is back .As part of his prize as All-UK Knitting
champion, seventeen-year-old Ben Fletcher has won himself an
all-expenses-paid trip to New York .and to the US National
KnitFair. Unfortunately, his new girlfriend Megan is (somewhat
suspiciously) unable to come with him, which means Ben has the
dubious pleasure of being accompanied by his family and his
third-choice-friend Gex. The other problem is, Ben's not really
sure he wants to be known as a teenage knitting genius any
more. His idea for a knitable hoodie could make him millions .or
turn him into a laughing stock forever. An existential knitting
crisis turns out to be the least of Ben's concerns though, as he
quickly finds that his apparent magnetism for trouble has
followed him across the pond. Join Ben for another hilarious
misadventure, involving some overly eager Knitting Expo
representatives, suspicious men in dark suits, some potential
trouble from the Mob, a mix-up of epic proportions with Megan
.and still rather a lot of knitting.
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A brand new eBook with a brand new standpoint. It can be rally fascinating throgh reading through time. I am happy
to let you know that this is the greatest ebook i have go through within my very own daily life and can be he best book
for at any time.
-- Lea nne Cr em in-- Lea nne Cr em in

This book will be worth buying. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You may like how
the blogger compose this publication.
-- Mr s. K ylie O ber br unner  II--  Mr s. K ylie O ber br unner  II
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